Reviews
The Origin of English Place-_Vames. By P. H. Reaney. Routledge & Kcgan Paul,
1960, x, pp. 277. Price 32S.
English Place /l'amts. By K. Cameron. Batsford, 1961, pp. 256. Price 30$.
These two books are incomparably the best popular accounts which have yet
appeared of the origins of English place-names. Dr. Reaney's is, in my opinion,
the better book; it reveals (as is natural, in view of the greater age and experience
of the author) a more mature and better digested grasp of the whole subject, and
since its contents are more unexpected it is of greater interest to the specialist. Its
only weak section is an Introductory ChaptC'T in which the author pursues a number
of private arguments with people who have differed from him about individual
derivations. ?\fost of the opinions he is at such pains to refute WCTe really not worth
repeating, and there is no obvious need for a toponymi t of Dr. Reaney's standing
to go on arguing about such names as Yeavering, Brightlingsea and Walthamstow
until he has convinced every journalist and every local historian with a bee in his
bonnet. It is a pity that this somewhat arid section was put at the beginning of a
very good book. Dr. Cameron's account, while frankly dull to the specialist, may
well be useful to the general reader wanting a first introduction to the subject; his
explanations are on the whole simpler than Dr. Reaney's, and he mentions more
names.
It is not easy to write coherent prose about place-names, as the fragmentary
nature of the subject makes it in some ways more suitable to treatment in dictionaries. This difficulty has been overcome successfully in both these books, and much
care and effort has obviously been devoted to the arrangement of names in different
categories. Both authors have a chapter on methods, one of the few aspects of the
subject on ,,\'hich there is no disagreement among serious students. Dr. Cameron
then adopu a chronological frame" . .·ork, beginning with his brief account of Celtic
names, then going on to the earliest English names, and to Scandinavian and French
names, before particularizing about various aspects of the subject, such as PlaceNames and Archaeology. Dr. Reaney also has chapters on Celtic, candinavian
and French names, but covers more of the general mass of the material before he
comes to these clearly defined categories. There is little to choose between the two
schemes, but Dr. Cameron's perhaps involves more repetition. Both books end
with chapters on street and field-names, but neither includes any real discussion of
names in Anglo~Saxon charter boundaries, although this is one of the most fas·
cinating aspects of the study.
The greater part of both these books consists of a careful and accurate account
of the material set out in the county surveys of the English Place-Name Society,
presented in the light of historical interpretations made by such scholars as the late
Sir Allen r...lawer, Sir Frank Stenton, Professor E. Ekwall, Professor Bruce Dickins
and Professor A. H. Smith. This was clearly the intention of both authors, and the
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books are suce ful in fulfilling this aim. In m) O\\n opinion, ho\\~\'('r, th~y give a
disappointing, indeed a di.nurbing, impression of the present stat. of English plat<,
Dame studits. The authors helong to difTt"rent generations. Dr. Reaney having
contributed to the English Place· 'ame Society's srries in the nill(:teen-thirtics,
while Dr. Cameron took up the ~tudy aftel the \\af, and hi~ Pla((-~'Qmu of D"b;shtrr
is the last county survey to bt" publi.shrd. It is not surprising to find as the basis uf
Dr Reaney's book ideas and intcrprrtatioll "hich have been currcllt for thirty
)'t"ars or morc, but it is disturbing to find that 1)1. Cameron does not differ fl"OIl1
him in any important particular. Has the subjt"ct really stood still for thirty yrars,
..,11 the fresh evidence collected in that lill1C" serving mt.'rrl> to illustrate the theories
of the pioHf'rrs? This query doC's not impl) any lack of respect for tht' opinioIls in
qllt'Stion. The \\'ork of the fir t generation of plact"-namc scholars is not likely to be
r-quallcd 1.» anv later gcnt"ration; hut large areas of the subject remain virtually
unexplored as (ar as thtir Itistorica I si~nific.;mce is concerned, and there IS infinite
scope for 11 ~h di coveri('S in the collation of matf'rial from different counties. The
prevailing opinions are 00 ...... adcquatriy availablr in print, and it is perhaps legitimate
to hopr th.."u future- authors \\ill concC'ntJ"ltr: on trying to advam:e the study bc)ond
Its present tage of devclopment, rpther than on telling the same stot") again" Some
of tho avcnu which might profitably be explored are e;uily disc<rnibl~ from tl <s<:
two books,
[hel(" are three t) pM of early plau".name which are of outstanding historical
Importanc(": those whirh indicate that !omt' of the Romano-British population
survived the Lnglish io\·asions. those which are considered to refer to the ("arlir.st
Lllglish srulrments. and thost- \\hich relr-r to tht' ht'athen religion of the Anglo.
Saxons. . ames of the fir t t pc are a( ('()rdt'd a comparatively long and very in·
tnesting <liscUMinn by Dr Rran~ PI'. 66-97) and a briefer survey pp. 33'4" UV
Dr. Gameron. Both authOi acknowledgc the fundamental contribution. to this
5uhjcft m,lell" hy Professor K. II. Jackson,' and hoth reproduce Proft"Ssor Jack on's
map showing rivers with Celtic names. Thi map is naturally unexreptionahle, hut
It is too blunt an in tnlmrnt with,," hie 11 to attack s1Ich an illtere$ting subject as the
("vidcnce fi)1' Briti h survival. IOJ a proper t"Stimatt' of this, it would be necessary to
draw regional maps on a fairly large cal~. marking all the names Proff'SSOr Jackson
is pr("paled tn accept as CeItic, those \\hich 5("rlll likely to be pre-CrItic, and thos("
like Combl':rton and some ill "lances of \\ altem v. hidl reff"f to commllnitir..5 of
Britons. Detailed maps of thi kind \\ould cause marC" undulations in the lin
Professor Jackson draws bct\\r.m his fOllr arQ5 of glrater and lesser lurvi",al In
\\ orC"("Ste hire, for instal1C"e, there 1$ a group lif ( ltic nam in the "ale of Evesham,
and this area wnuld hardl), on a detailed map. be put in thf' !Oam<" rategorv as
\\ ar" ickshire. v. here CeltiC' names aJ{~ otr lei}, ftlre, though hoth fall irto Pro·
Ii or Jackson'. _\rea II.
On tht'" gCIlf'ral question of map, it may Iw noted that the illustrations to )),,,
melon's book. while decorative, ha\e little ~alue in relation to til(' subject. Six
out of eight are reproductions of ead~ map, which arc a \'er) minor ~ource of
place-name" pellings. Th(" crying l1("ed (If hnglish place-name sLUdir.s is for detailed
distribution maps of areas more hi loril ally significant than counties j and the
failure to provide any new maps in a lavishly producf"d book is a mL.,sed" opportunity, especially to be regretted as the maps for 'flit Plact-~Yamts oj Derb}shlre wrre
In l..41tzU"l' lind Hisl4ry in Earl:! BrJl4f11. I::Jmhurgh 19~3"
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so beautifully drawn.
me distribution maps were provided in A. H. mith's
English Plaa-Sam, EI,mmls,' but they were badly printed and the scale far too
smaIl for serious study.
English names consisting of a personal name and the suffix .illga.r are said in
both these books to belong to the earliest period of the seulement in Britain. Here
serious exception must be taken to the statements by Cameron (p. 71) that C archaeological eviden e in the main supports that of the place-names in -iogs and -ingham'
and Reaney (p. 110) that' in general they agree very well with the archaeological
evidence'. Such phrases as ' in the main I and' in general I have been used for a
long time lime now to gloss over the serious discrepancies in the evidence of .i"gas
names and that of archaeology concerning the location of the earliest English srulement!). IIe-re again, we need detailed and up-to-date distribution maps of the two
types of evidence. Dr. Cameron provides no map of -ingas names, and Dr. Reaney
reproduces a map published in 1936,3 which naturally requires revision. Even
from this map, however, it is evident that there are areas, notably the upper and
middle Thames valley, the Cambridge region, and the valley of the Wanvickshire
Avon, where abundant heathen cemeteries are almost unsupported by -ingas names,
and other areas, notably west Sussex and Essex, ,\-·hich abound in -ingas names but
have produced very few heathen bUI;als. Dr. J. N. L. Myres, who compiled this
map and others even more telling, was moved to try to rxplain SOffie of the discrepancies,. but his article on this subject has been largely ignored, and the challenge
has not been taken up by archaeologists or toponymists. ~either Cameron nor Reaney
shows a clear awareness of the archaeological evidence, and one statement of
Cameron's suggests serious misunderstanding of it. He gives details of -ingas and
-in!{hiim names in ulTe), and then says (p. 67) 'further to the west such names
decrease in number, as we should expect'. As north Berkshire was the scene of
some of the earliest English settlements in the country we should expect nothing of
the kind, and onc must protest at the implied picture of an Anglo-Saxon conquest
proceeding smoothly from east to west. Obviously a review is no place for a discussion of this problem, but I suspect myself that it may be necessary to modify the
tenet of faith which considers -i'I~~as to refer to groups of settlers just arrived from the
.ontinent. Dr. Reaney (p. 106) credits the Riadlllgas of Reading with occupying
a territory seven miles wide. He is probably thinking of the Sunningas of Sonning,
who occupied a large area of east Berkshire, and there is further confusion about
the position of Sonning on p. 128.
Placc-namrs which refer to Anglo- axon paganism have been brilliantly
discussed by Sir Frank Stenlon, and his views arc summarized adequately in both
these books, though a reproduction of his map~ would have been welcome, as some
of the places are extremely hard to lOCc'lte, and their distribution pattern is of considerable intrrest. Dr. Cameron says (p. II g) that these names do not occur in
districts which were formerly heavily wooded, and this is misleading, as one of the
most striking concentrations in the country is in well wooded territory round
Farnham in Surrey, and the commonest second element in such names is liah,
, English Place-:\'ame &>ci(,Ly. xxv, XXVI, 1956.
1 From Roman Britain O1Id 1M English &tllnnmif, R. G. Collin~ .. ood and J. X L. Myra,O"rord
'936 .
~ .'intiqlJih'. IX (1935),455-64.
,From TrlltUlldifJflj of Iitt Royal HislQrKm Socidy. XXIII, Ig.p.
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which suggests that a woodland setting was felt to be particularly appropriate to
heathen worship. On p .•• 8 Dr. Reaney describes Besinga heaTh, 'heathen temple
of the Besingas " as the site of a heathen temple given by the king of Wessex for the
foundation of the monastery at Farnham. Beringa heaTh is the place at which the
Farnham foundation charter was drawn up, but there is nothing in the charter to
suggest that it was the site of the monastery, and we cannot even be sure that it was
in Surrey.
Some of the common elements for which a list of meanings is given in both
these books would obviously repay detailed study. Such words as hamm and healh,
for instance, can hardly have possessed all the meanings assigned to them at the
same time, and both authors admit that it is impossible to be precise in one's translation of a name involving such WOI"ds. A study of all the names in the country
containing hamm 6 seemed to me to enable tentative conclusions to be drawn about
the sense development of that element, and similar studies for luaLh and for some
habitation terms, particularly wic, would almost certainly render more precise
definitions possible. Such studies ,,:ere not, of course, to be expected in these books,
but comparison of the definition of some common elements with those given in
Mawer's Chiif Elemen/s in English Plaa-San"s, which was published in 1924, suggests
that more progress should have been made in the intervening years.
Finally, a few minor points may be noted. On p. 1'5 Dr. Reaney takes Th,
Plau-.Yames of Oxfordshire to task for not quoting Ball"inga villa among the forms of
Bensington. This fonn should have been mentioned but it has much less authority
than Reaney (and EkwaIl) accord it, as the Abingdon charter in which it occurs
among the signatures is a mcdie\'al forgery. It is probably a fanciful Latini.1.ation
of the name, and does not constitute evidence for an etymology' fal+m of Benesa's
people' rather than 'Benesa's farm '. Dr. Cameron (p .• 66) cites Britwcll in
Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire as containing the word heorh!, (bright', an
etymology inconsistent willl the forms, and on p. r 12 he makes the extraordinary
statement that As.hbury and Blcwhlll)' (both in Berkshire) f owe their names to the
presrnce of a neighbouring Neolithic long barrow'. Slips of this last kind are,
however, inevitable in books of this scope, and the general standard of accuracy of
bOlh 3uthors rouses great admiration. !\ly criticisms are directed not so much at
tht:'m as at the present stale of the subject; it does seem unnaturally static.
1\1. GELLING.
The Alfred alld Minstrr Le",11 Jewels. By Joan R. Clarke. Oxford: Ashmolean
MuscUln, 1961. Pp. 16, with four plates and one coloured plate. Price 2S.
TIlls guide remains the best and most authoritative account of these two outstanding examples of Anglo-Saxon jewellrry. The scC'ond edition contains some
short additions to the text, together wilh an additional photograph and a bibliography. The principal contribution to the study of the Alfred Jewel to appear
during the 13 yeru's since the first issue of the guide has been Professor Talbot Rice's
suggestion that the enamel figure is derived from the Ascent of Alexander motif.
Mrs. Clarke, in view of the late date of the surviving Byzantine examples of this
motif and of the specifically Christian setting of the earlier Insular figures, including
that on the Jewel itself, is rightly sceptical of thi, connection. The prohlems remain
'Namn och Bygd, 1961.
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unwlved; the identity of the figure is still obscure and the function of the jewel
uncertain. In the latter connection we may agree that the aestel theory requires
more proof. The form of the jewel suggests that it was mounted on a staff and
, while it is most unlikely to have been . .. carried into battle', it could have been
used on a ceremonial staff like the banner or tufa carried before Edwin (Sede,
Hist. Eccl., U, 16). The find spot near Athelney in Somerset makes it tempting to
connect the Jewel with the workshops of the near-by abbey at Glastonbury, where
glass furnaces and other workshops of the late gth or loth century have recently
been found.
C. A. RAuOH RADFORD.
Olmoor and ils S'Vtll Tou:",. By M. G. Hobson and K. L. Price. Ig61. Pp. 48.
Price 6s.
Otmoor lies some 5 miles north of Oxford and for centuries preserved its rural
remoteness, gaining for itself a reputation for uniqueness and for its inhabitants one
of eccentricity. Its character was determined by the moor, flat and low-lying and
about oJ. miles square, around which these seven villag.. !p:ew up. Although it has
now lo!:'t much of its interest, the moor at one time prOVIded a unique habitat for
birds and plants. To a large extent it determined the economy of the surrounding
villages, while its inclosure in the 19th century provoked some of the most spece
tacular riots seen in Oxfordshire, and its final appearance, as the authors of this
pamphlet tell us, suggested the chessboard in ..Iliu Through Ihe Looking-glass to Lewis
Carroll.
This is an unambitious but pleasantly-produced pamphlet. The authors have
based their account mainly on 19th century antiquarians, the B.B.C. script of
Olmoor and local information. They list some of the flowers and birds once typical
of the moor and relate its effect on the health of man and beast in the mooreevil
and ague. A transcript of the moorcourt for 1647 illustrates the intercommoning
rights of the seven villages, and there is a brief account of the Otmoor riots, based
partly on pamphlets in the Bodleian. Most of the book, however, is devoted to
giving under each village some of the curiosities of its history, as well as a list of
field names, mainly those in Gelling and Stenton, Plau-lIames of Oxfordshire, but also
a few gleaned locally. Perhaps the most original contribution lies in the recording
of some local crafts and traditions which survived into the 20th century, i.e. the
account of waggon-making in Charlton, details of thatching, and of relics of old
farming implements, the account of the dressing of the Mayday cross and of a Mayday song, and, in view of the modern outcry, of the gipsy encampments and names.
This pamphlet will please most of all the local inhabitant or the visitor who is
not looking either for a guide book or history but wishes to know something of the
past cu toms and oddities of the area. As by-passes and roads encroach and Otmoor
becomes a dormitory for dons, its character has inevitably changed and an effort to
record it is \... elcome.
MARJORIE JONES.
The Young Afr. Jl'eslry. By V. H. H. Creen. Edward Arnold, Ig6J. Pp. viii
342 . Price 35'.
John Wesley went up to Christ Church as a Scholar in 1720 and obtained his
Bachelor's degree in '724. He became a Fellow of Lincoln in 1726 and a tutor in
'72g. Although he retained his fellowship until 1751, when he contracted his
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unfortunate marriage with :\1011)' Vauille th. D. -.B. calls her . lary) and was
comp<"lIC'd hy the College statutes to roign, hi a(,tive conneXIon \\ ilh Oxford and
hi. (,olltge virtually ended in 1735 when he s:tiled for Geo~. Ine hinory of the
fifte n years from 1720 to 1735 forms the major portion of Dr. Green's very detail ..d

aCCOunt of Wesle),'s earl} life. Dr. (,reen has made full we of W ley's Oxford
diari • preserved in the ~lethoc1i t Book Room, including n fifth volume v.hich h~
only refentI)' come to light, and has had the nc!\antage 01 frr:c ac('(': to the archiv(";S
of Lineollt College. The npc-ning chapter:; dral with the intellectual background,
the Oxfurd background and the home backglOund. The confused picture of Oxford
religion and politics of the earl) 18th c('ntury is brif'fiy snmmariz('d in seventrrn
pages and Ur. Green has wisely a\'oidf"d \\ider discussion of these subje<'ts here
inee thr. political scene. in panicular, has recC'i\.oo the fullest possible treatment
in \\. R, Ward's recent hook GttJrgian Oxford, L'nirersi!y poi.tics in thr 18th antury.
I he rem ining chapters arr IJ.:'1sed mainly on \Vnll")' Diary and Lt-uen, and upon
hi" own and his brothf'r Charl~'s Journal" \luch background detail has bctn
cullrd from Hearne's Collt'ctanra, to which .1I1 hbtorialls of Oxfurd of this period
must inevitably turn.
Christ Church in 1720 was, as 110\\. a large and prosperous college, but \\"( lroy
v.-as alv.ays short of money and onen had to borro\\. ~ 'cvt'rthele:ss, he was fond of
I()(.lcty and made many friends thert' ... '0 information is available ahout the exact
nature of his studies or of his day-lo-da) lift· a .\11 undergraduate and it is not until
1721' when he was ordained and startt'd kf'f'ping a diar}. that th(" picture begins to
J111 out. His life at Lincoln College, howe\Ocr I 1 lully documented. IIi friends, hi
\\ork, hi$ vi~itJ to Epworth and elsC'where, al f' described in the gl cat(>~t detail. lie
rontinuru tu enjoy the social life and did not scorll the amus("ments which ("amf' his
way dining, dancing, card-playing, music ~l1ld ('veil a glass of wine in his 0\\ 11
and other senior common rooms. \\'esley likrd Oxford and it suited him. He quite
openly prrfrrred it to l:.pworth to which his father and hrotllrr attempted in vain
to persuade him to feturn. During much of his fint three ) cars as a rellow, ho\\cver.
hl" v.-as more often absent from Oxford than in lesidencC' there and it was not until
.. ~o\'cJnher 1729 that he returned as a college tutor to !ita) for a protracted period.
He 1·C'turned not unwillingly to the place \"h1('h afforded a greater opportunity for
his pastora1 as well as his scholarl} work ann whrr(" the Hoh- Club. fauuded by his
brothrT Charles and \\"illiam ~lorgan at Christ Church, was ulread} in heing. l'hc
Club wa at 6"'t nothing more than a ~oup meeting for the study and developmcnt
of the higher relil1;ious life. Its aim was chirO} to earth filr the right means of
attaining holin= by methodical meallS regulanty of worship, system in study
and prayer, and persistence in right living before the world. "Ihe more practical
side of hrlping those I
fortunate , .. 3.5 not forgotten and was particularly C\ ident
in the work of prison-visiting. All W.15 1I0t plain-sailing, fi}r the Club came in for
n.uch critici:;m and its activitlcs Wf're highly suspect in most University circles but
in 'pite of this it prospered and from it 'prang the great body of people called
Methodists.
The wealth of detail in Dr. Green '5 book is sometimes rather overpowering and
tends to obscure the picture. J he hintsrlf ".lV'5 in the preface, Cthere is much that
is dull and even tedious' and one cannot sometimes but agree. !\'everthel~ it is a
most scholarly and meticulous work which adds a great deal to our knowledge of
the young W ..ley and, incidentally, to the history of Lincoln College. Mortover,
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the book itself is weU-produced, pleasing to the eye and almost free from misprints
(there is one on page 40-' Sipthorp I for I Sibthorp' and another on page 145,
note t I l\1achray , for' l\1acray').
S. GILLAM.
English Stained Glass. Text by J. Baker. Introduction by H. Read. Photographs by
A. Lammer. Thames & Hudson, 1960. Pp. 244 + 136 plates. Price £5 SS.
This is a book of some importance to the English antiquary interested in
medieval art well produced and informative.
Mr. Baker's text deals with the history, manufacture and design of stained
glass in England and, in a small degree, with importations from the Continent.
I Ie writes on the rnaterials, technique and methods used in the making of a \,,'indow;
he has included a highly important section on the preservation and faking of windows, particularly noting what has gone on at Canterbury. There is a section on the
sources of design both of figure and heraldic subjects. The author has adopted
in his presentation the classification of the detailed descriptions of examples which
Nelson used in 'Ancient Glass in England' and refers to them as 12th century,
Byzantine; 13th century, Early Gothic j 14th centur)', ~Iiddle Gothic; 15th century,
Late Gothic and 16th century, Renaissance. The text is illustrated by 33 colour
plates (mainly 9 in. by 8 in.) and 103 in black and white (mainly lOi in. by
9 in.) of photographs taken by 1I[r. Alfred Lammer. These show the details in
much enlargement; on the whole they arc very satisfactory and are a great im·
provement on the illustrations provided in the past but some indication of the
actual size of the originals ought to have been given. The groups of windo,,"s are
listed under the general headings of Grisaille, Figure or Subject and Canopy win·
dows, single Figures on quarries and Jesse windows.
Mr. Baker says that the study of the glass itself is more important than that of
historical data which latter has hitherto been followed by some investigators. He
disregards to a considerable extent documentary evidence and seems to arrive at
generalizations which may not be acceptable to some readers, particularly in his
remarks on the sources of design. The author says thal his text is a comprehensive
survey of English glass but there are omissions which makes one doubt this can·
lention. For instance, no mention can be found of the J 4th century windows in
New College chapel and very little of the York windows or of the Jesse glas:.s at
Lowick and Dorchester, or of the sacrament windows at Crudwell and Buckland, to
mention examples in our 0'\-'11 district. On the credit side, however, the colour
blocks have reproduced the actual depth and tone of the glass very much better than
any hitherto seen by your reviewer and the black and white illustrations are indeed
good. To take local examples, the colour of the East Hagbourne Nativity has been
caught perfectly and S0, to a lesser degree, that of 11amcsficld in l\1erton chapel.
The Fairford mouth of hell is good. The reproduction of two lights of the Hillesden
St. Nicholas window is not so happy for the really brassy yellows of the gold have
become much too brownish and the reds too dull in tone. Of the local examples in
black and while there are good plates of the glass at Waterperry and Yarnton, and
of the fragment of the horse's head in Merton library. The Marsh Baldon 14th
century St. Anne, with the fine drawing of the hands, has been presented in a way
hitherto never seen . This piece has aAinity with that in the Latin Chapel of the
Cathedral which is not mentioned. Mr. Baker has unfortunately not appreciated
all the facts in relation to the removal ofthcJessc window from Winchester College
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chapel and the copies substituted by Betton and Evans and says it was sold for use
in a mortuary chapel " meaning presumably the small part which went to the
aisle of the church in Ettington Park and from which it has now returned to Win·
chester; he might have mentioned Le Couteur's account of the wanderings of this
glass and the remarks of the Rector of Lincoln.
The section on the preservation of glass contains much good and sound advice
and should be studied by all who are in charge of the maintenance and repair of
churches. Would that the methods here put forward were universally adopted.
There is no index to the text which is inexcusable and that of the plates is
incomplete. The bibliography is adequate but no detailed references to periodicals
is given. There will be some who may say that this book is nothing more or less
than another annotated picture book of stained glass; they would be wrong for
Thames and Hudson have acquired much merit in the production of these fine
colour plates alone. We are very nearly there in adequate colour block-making and
the great advance which the publishers have here shown in aiding the proper study
of English stained glass is truly remarkable. With the text expanded somewhat and
affording more extensive discussion of the details of the individual examples how
much more profitable a book it would have been.
P. S. SPOKES.
I
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